2008 saab 9-3 hood

You may be able to pick this part up locally at the participating warehouse, if the part is in local
inventory. We may have potential options to transfer the part internally via our network of
warehouses. The more local you shop from regional salvage yards, the more you save off the
original sale price! Furthermore, the delivery times for local orders are normally times faster
than average shipping times. Look for the "local savings" suggestion on the product card! Auto
Parts. Order Tracking. Shopping Cart: Items in Cart. Call Product is guaranteed for fit and
functionality, but color cannot be guaranteed. Returns cannot be made for non-matching color.
Picture is for illustration purposes only. Below you can view our actual Saab Hood inventory
that we have listed for sale. Each listing indicates the location of the salvage yard that stocks
the particular Hood. Please read the Hood description before placing an order. If you cannot
find your part, try the Part Locator. Used Parts Store. Year: Select Make: Select Model: Select
Part: Select Buy Cheap! FREE Shipping! Auto Parts Suppliers. Auto Body Parts. Automatic
Transmissions. Used Auto Parts. Used Transmissions. Manual Transmissions. Locating
Services. Used Car Parts. Used Parts Leads. Used Parts Search. Used Auto Part Locator. Used
Car Buying Guide. All rights reserved. Actual color will vary. Inquire About This Item. A tasteful
retouch makes the Saab one of the most attractive entry-luxury cars on the road, but it can't
disguise the car's advancing age and lack of refinement in the face of hugely competent
German and Japanese rivals. Though the is the most mainstream car ever sold by Saab, it
remains a niche choice among entry-level luxury sedans, wagons and convertibles. This works
both to its benefit and detriment. On the upside, the Saab has a distinct Scandinavian charm. Its
styling looks as modern as any peer's, yet its design cues are a refreshing break from the
mainline aesthetic. On the downside, its middle-of-the-road driving dynamics and interior
furnishings are forgettable in a class that demands excellence. With a full redesign still a couple
years off, Saab has attempted to extend the 's shelf life by giving it an exterior makeover and an
all-wheel-drive option for A new grille, a more rounded hood and revised body-side moldings
are the most noticeable components of the styling refresh. We suspect Saab fans will like how
the grille's design pays homage to much-loved past Saabs like the 99 and More interesting,
however, is the all-wheel-drive system available on the Aero sedan and wagon midway through
the year. At a steady cruising speed, XWD sends more than 90 percent of engine power to the
front wheels. Under acceleration or in low-grip situations, the system's electronic brain sends
torque rearward to enhance traction. Buyers also have the option of ordering a rear electronic
limited-slip differential known as eLSD that further improves grip on slippery roads and tidies
up the car's cornering line on dry pavement. The sophisticated new XWD system is a bright
spot, as it adds a level of driver involvement that has been absent from Saabs for years.
Additionally, when equipped with XWD, the Saab Aero picks up a higher-boost version of the
turbocharged, 2. But even with its newfound grip and power, the Aero XWD isn't hard-edged
enough to be considered a true sport sedan or sport wagon. This could change with the Turbo
X, which has the firmer suspension the has always needed. We question Saab's decision to
leave the 's interior unchanged during this refresh. The cabin is attractive at a glance,
particularly with the two-tone leather option, but closer inspection reveals low-quality plastics
and inconsistent fit and finish. To be sure, the new all-wheel-drive system is capable and useful
enough to make the Aero XWD and Turbo X interesting dark horse candidates, particularly for
buyers in wet-weather climates. But if you want an entry-luxury sedan, wagon or convertible
that's buttoned down on every detail, we'd advise you to shop around a bit before buying a
Saab The Saab is a compact, entry-level luxury car available in sedan, wagon "SportCombi" and
convertible body styles -- all of which come in 2. Front-wheel drive is standard on the , and later
in the year, an all-wheel-drive system will be available on Aero sedans and wagons. The 2.
Sedans and SportCombi wagons have a split-folding rear seat, while convertibles come with a
fully automatic power cloth top. In addition to a turbocharged V6 engine, the Aero model adds
inch alloy wheels, firmer suspension tuning, adaptive bi-xenon headlights, front sport seats
with power adjustments for the passenger , metallic interior trim and an upgraded Bose stereo
with an in-dash CD changer. Aero sedans and wagons have a sunroof. Many of the Aero's
features are available on the 2. Options across both trims include a navigation system, rear
parking sensors and seat heaters. Buyers who opt for a Aero XWD can also get an electronic
limited-slip rear differential. Another alternative for buyers who want all-wheel drive is the
limited-edition Saab Turbo X sedan and wagon. It's equipped similarly to the regular Aero XWD,
but has inch wheels; a lowered and firmer suspension with self-leveling rear shock absorbers;
larger brakes; black leather seats and faux carbon-fiber interior trim. Standard on Saab 2.
Front-wheel-drive Aero models get a turbocharged 2. All-wheel-drive Aero sedans and wagons
get a higher-boost version of the turbo-6 rated at hp and lb-ft of torque. A six-speed manual
gearbox is standard on all s. A five-speed automatic is optional on 2. Both automatics offer
separate sport and manual modes. Every Saab features antilock disc brakes, stability control,

OnStar telematics, active head restraints and front-seat side airbags. The sedan and
SportCombi wagon come with full-length side curtain airbags, while convertibles get a rollover
protection system. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration rates the Saab sedan
and wagon at four out of five stars for frontal-impact protection. In the side-impact category, the
received five stars for front-occupant safety and four stars for the rear. The Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety awarded the "Top Safety Pick" honors based on its "Good" ratings the
highest possible in the agency's frontal-offset crash, side-impact crash and head-restraint
effectiveness tests. Both the 2. The higher-boost version of the turbo V6 on Saab Aero XWD
models adds some excitement to the range, as it delivers noticeably sharper low-end response.
The automatic transmissions can be reluctant with downshifts in "D," but they respond with
reasonable haste in sport mode. The manual transmission is easy to shift, but the shifter's
rubberiness through the gates detracts from a sporting feel. The 's ride is smooth and quiet
over well-groomed pavement, but the suspension loses composure over bumps and ruts.
Steering is light and accurate, but body roll around corners is excessive even on the more
athletic Aero model. Enthusiasts would be wise to wait for a Aero XWD or Turbo X, as the
all-wheel-drive cars' exceptional grip makes for a more engaging driving experience. The Saab
's cabin offers decent ergonomics and very comfortable front seats, but neither materials
quality nor fit and finish are up to par for this class. The sedan and wagon are sufficiently
roomy, but legroom is tight for adults seated in the back of the convertible. Given the choice,
we'd go with a Turbo X sedan or wagon, as those models have more aggressively bolstered
front seats and a softer-grip steering wheel. The Saab can carry more than most cars in its
class; it offers 15 cubic feet of trunk space in the sedan and The wagon offers Everyone has
that fun ex-girlfriend you keep going back to even though you know she's all wrong for you. Or
that reality show you can't stop watching even though you know it's rotting your brain. You like
them, but doing so doesn't make any rational sense. It's a sport wagon with Mt. Denali high
points and Death Valley low points. We walked away liking it, but knowing that we could only
recommend it to a guy named Sven who has two kids and lives at the top of Latigo Canyon
Road. Of course, the Turbo X is only going to be produced for in teeny-tiny numbers -- sedans
and Sport Combi wagons, to be precise -- which might make you wonder why we're even
bothering to road test it in the first place. The added bits and pieces between the two cars can
really only be appreciated when tearing through a serpentine road. Of course, if you can't enjoy
said potential, the Aero and its more comfortable ride should do you nicely, while still offering
the same turbocharged V6, smart all-wheel-drive system and communicative steering. So does
that mean the Turbo X is the ex-girlfriend, while the Aero is the gal you should take down the
aisle? Well, no. All of the Turbo X's major low points are actually shared with the Aero -cramped backseat, disappointing fuel economy, chintzy interior and most of all, an absurdly
high price. The Aero is no different. If we were to buy a Saab , there's no doubt that we'd track
down one of the very few Turbo X Sport Combis. But that's a pretty unrealistic if. No amount of
adept handling, wagon utility and Saab funkiness can make up for such huge drawbacks. We
just couldn't marry Jenny. Available styles include 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Shop Edmunds' car, SUV, and truck listings of over 6 million vehicles to find a cheap new, used,
or certified pre-owned CPO Saab for sale near. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Saab Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you
that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Saab lease specials Check out Saab lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Subpar interior materials and
build quality, too much body roll on Aero model, ride can be choppy over bumps. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. All
Saab s benefit from an exterior refresh. Notably, all body trim is monochromatic this year. A
more significant development is the January arrival of an optional all-wheel-drive system for
Aero sedans and wagons. These AWD s get a more potent, horsepower version of the
turbocharged V6. Only will come to the U. The Turbo X sedan gains a rear spoiler. Other
updates for include a 5-hp bump for front-drive Aeros and minor changes to the standard and
optional equipment lists. Read more. Write a review See all 90 reviews. Great Drop Top for

Weekend Drives. For a weekend driver the Saab price was a bargain. Why spend 40 grand what
this listed for when new to get that wind in your hair feeling, when you can get a used Saab that
has some class to it? Granted it can get expensive, but I do a lot of my own work, brakes, filters,
oil, plugs, belts etc. The car itself is solid, tight steering, easy to work on, hugs the road, very
quiet for a cloth top, and the 2. MPG is terrific. The car is a looker, easy to park, gets plenty of
comments and you don't see many of them around. The trunk with the top down can hold
enough luggage for a long weekend. This is just right if you want a nice looking car gets plenty
of attention, and if taken care of the has good reliability reviews. Since my original post in
February I received two recall notices, one for the airbag and another for the seat belt, both of
which were repaired by our local dealer. The Saab sat in the garage all winter and was started
up every week. I am using synthetic oil, replaced the spark plugs, new battery, put on new
brakes, and enjoying the ride. Now the warmer weather is here, it has been driven several times
with no issues and look forward to the weekends. I now have 98, miles and it still runs like a
champ. I has a MR2 which was a good car, but had no trunk or room for storage. The Saab is
easier to get into, small enough to park in tight areas, yet big enough to carry a few bags of
groceries. The back seat isn't roomy, but is big enough for guests on short notice on a spur of
the moment trips. We are very happy with this vehicle it, was inexpensive as a used rag top, you
don't see many on the road, we get lots of compliments, great gas mileage, and enough storage
for a weekend jaunt for two retired people. The only drawback is you need the OnStar feature for
the Bluetooth to work. Since GM no longer services Saab, the buttons are useless. It doesn't
affect the performance of the vehicle and isn't a crucial factor for me. Here it is , and the Saab is
still running great. A great car for a weekend jaunt, and love the compliments especially with the
top down! Read less. Why the hell didn't I consider a Saab before? I was in the market for a new
car and was looking through all of the usual suspects; BMW, Mercedes, Infinity, Cadillac I had a
very strict amount that I was willing to spend because of kids in college and having to purchase
another vehicle for my wife and another for my daughter who gets her license in less than a
year. So, while I was looking I happened to come across a couple of used Saab convertibles. I
did some research and I could not find one really negative review. That was cool. I then called a
trusted Euro Repair shop in my area. We discussed the Saab turbo 4 cylinder engine, reliability.
His overall input was that it was very reliable, fun and easy to work on car. So, with that I went
to go take a look at the car. It was Silver with Black interior and it was in phenomenal shape.
Very good maintenance records and it had been taken care of. Car Fax showed everything was
clean. Away we went for the test drive! I immediately noticed that the instrument cluster is laid
out very logically and easy to read. I absolutely love the ignition being in the center console. It's
different! I fire it up, drop it in drive and head out on the test. Tight steering, front wheel drive
'pull' feels different than rear wheel drive 'push', but it bites and performs really well. Quite, low
road noise and surprising performance are things that hit me right away. Seats are very firm but
comfortable. I approach the freeway and push the pedal down. Great acceleration, handling and
we quickly reach 85mph in no time and all of this while not even being in 'Sport' mode. I've
driven and owned pretty much every import and I am embarrassed to say that I never looked at
a Saab before. The fact that the company is no longer around makes me wonder if they would
have been a little more Marketing savvy, if they would still be around. Who knows!!?? What I do
know is that I love this car. Convertible top works flawlessly, it looks great, it performs
incredibly well. Gas mileage is exceptional given the performance. Bang for the buck, I could
not have made a better choice. I'm looking forward to many road trips in this awesome ride!
Great fun! I had never planned on buying a Saab and in fact all I could remember at the time was
how ugly the older Saabs looked. A friend of mine had a Saab and the first time I rode in it I was
truly surprised. It was far from the hatchback design of the S and it was quick and had nice fit
and finish. This began my passion for these cars. I have driven a 2. All the cars I had were great
although I did experience less than stellar performance in the Pirelli and Continental tires that
they were putting on the cars until when the TMPS sensor option was included. I have been very
pleased with the reliability of all the cars I owned and feel that the and up Model Years to have
the best long term reliability. This is why I went ahead and purchased one after my lease on my
first 08 ended. The overall fuel efficiency of this car is excellent and seems to beat many other
makes for the power output that it gives. Even though the 2. The new styling in 08 really for me
was a winner. I was happy to see that the facelift was focused on the outside and left the interior
relatively untouched. The only thing that I wish had been standard on the 2. I really enjoy the
interior and the only thing I would have like to see is a little less plastic and more leather
covered surfaces like on the door handles and the front panel that surrounds the radio and
instrument cluster. In older VW models that have leather it holds up much better probably due
to several seemed portions on the seat bottoms rather than one large piece that tends to get
stretched like in the My criteria included 1 fun to drive, 2 performance, 3 curb appeal, 4

amenities, and 5 price. The Aero Convertible had it all. The 6-speed manual is fun to drive, and
performs like a champ. It has a great look, small on the outside, but comfortable on the inside. I
love the Xenon lights and the Bose Stereo. And this vehicle, steel gray with black top, had been
meticulously maintained, with only minor wear noted. The key fob is also really cool. Although
the interior materials may not be up to others, it is not worthy of the criticims. See all 90 reviews
of the Used Saab Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk
Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 1 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up. Lake
Chevy helped make these videos. This video shows you how to open the hood in your Saab
Popping the hood on your is a two step process, you need to release the hood latch inside your
and then you need to release the safety latch under your hood in the front of your The video
above shows you the location of both hood latches. Sometimes, the hood on Saabs gets stuck
and won't pop up after the interior latch is released. If this occurs on your , simply pull up on
the hood and it should pop up for you to release the second latch. Sometimes, especially on
older s, you may have difficulty getting your hood to latch when you close it. In this case, the
interior release lever on your Saab is probably stuck in the "open" position - push the release
lever back and forth several times and then try to close your hood. Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise
on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. On many cars, the high
beam bulb runs at reduced power during the day - check 'em and change 'em! If you are leaking
oil and parking on your oil spots each night, the oil is breaking down your tires' rubber. Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Checking coolant hoses. Coolant hoses wear out over
time and need to be replaced - check 'em early and often. Turbo Sedan. Replace fog lights. Don't
be caught in the fog with burnt out fog light bulbs. Turbo Wagon 4 Door. Replace brights. Plug
the oil leak. See all videos for the Saab We have a massive and growing video library, but we
don't have everything Rosen Nissan helped make these videos. This video shows you how to
open the hood in your Saab Popping the hood on your is a two step process, you need to
release the hood latch inside your and then you need to release the safety latch under your
hood in the front of your The video above shows you the location of both hood latches.
Sometimes, the hood on Saabs gets stuck and won't pop up after the interior latch is released. If
this occurs on your , simply pull up on the hood and it should pop up for you to release the
second latch. Sometimes, especially on older s, you may have difficulty getting your hood to
latch when you close it. In this case, the interior release lever on your Saab is probably stuck in
the "open" position - push the release lever back and forth several times and then try to close
your hood. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on
their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on
the road. The rear wiper that you forgot you had until it streaks horrifically on a rainy day?
Change it now! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly
alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change a tail light. The burnt out tail light:
classic reason for a cop to pull you over - change yours now. Turbo Wagon 4 Door. Try this
cheap fix for leaks. Animals love the sweet smell of antifreeze, too bad it's toxic! Fix your minor
leaks. Change a rear wiper blade. Rotate your tires. Rotate your tires at least three times per
year. See all videos for the Saab We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't
have everything A tasteful retouch makes the Saab one of the most attractive entry-luxury cars
on the road, but it can't disguise the car's advancing age and lack of refinement in the face of
hugely competent German and Japanese rivals. Though the is the most mainstream car ever
sold by Saab, it remains a niche choice among entry-level luxury sedans, wagons and
convertibles. This works both to its benefit and detriment. On the upside, the Saab has a
distinct Scandinavian charm. Its styling looks as modern as any peer's, yet its design cues are a
refreshing break from the mainline aesthetic. On the downside, its middle-of-the-road driving
dynamics and interior furnishings are forgettable in a class that demands excellence. With a full

redesign still a couple years off, Saab has attempted to extend the 's shelf life by giving it an
exterior makeover and an all-wheel-drive option for A new grille, a more rounded hood and
revised body-side moldings are the most noticeable components of the styling refresh. We
suspect Saab fans will like how the grille's design pays homage to much-loved past Saabs like
the 99 and More interesting, however, is the all-wheel-drive system available on the Aero sedan
and wagon midway through the year. At a steady cruising speed, XWD sends more than 90
percent of engine power to the front wheels. Under acceleration or in low-grip situations, the
system's electronic brain sends torque rearward to enhance traction. Buyers also have the
option of ordering a rear electronic limited-slip differential known as eLSD that further improves
grip on slippery roads and tidies up the car's cornering line on dry pavement. The sophisticated
new XWD system is a bright spot, as it adds a level of driver involvement that has been absent
from Saabs for years. Additionally, when equipped with XWD, the Saab Aero picks up a
higher-boost version of the turbocharged, 2. But even with its newfound grip and power, the
Aero XWD isn't hard-edged enough to be considered a true sport sedan or sport wagon. This
could change with the Turbo X, which has the firmer suspension the has always needed. We
question Saab's decision to leave the 's interior unchanged during this refresh. The cabin is
attractive at a glance, particularly with the two-tone leather option, but closer inspection reveals
low-quality plastics and inconsistent fit and finish. To be sure, the new all-wheel-drive system is
capable and useful enough to make the Aero XWD and Turbo X interesting dark horse
candidates, particularly for buyers in wet-weather climates. But if you want an entry-luxury
sedan, wagon or convertible that's buttoned down on every detail, we'd advise you to shop
around a bit before buying a Saab The Saab is a compact, entry-level luxury car available in
sedan, wagon "SportCombi" and convertible body styles -- all of which come in 2. Front-wheel
drive is standard on the , and later in the year, an all-wheel-drive system will be available on
Aero sedans and wagons. The 2. Sedans and SportCombi wagons have a split-folding rear seat,
while convertibles come with a fully automatic power cloth top. In addition to a turbocharged V6
engine, the Aero model adds inch alloy wheels, firmer suspension tuning, adaptive bi-xenon
headlights, front sport seats with power adjustments for the passenger , metallic interior trim
and an upgraded Bose stereo with an in-dash CD changer. Aero sedans and wagons have a
sunroof. Many of the Aero's features are available on the 2. Options across both trims include a
navigation system, rear parking sensors and seat heaters. Buyers who opt for a Aero XWD can
also get an electronic limited-slip rear differential. Another alternative for buyers who want
all-wheel drive is the limited-edition Saab Turbo X sedan and wagon. It's equipped similarly to
the regular Aero XWD, but has inch wheels; a lowered and firmer suspension with self-leveling
rear shock absorbers; larger brakes; black leather seats and faux carbon-fiber interior trim.
Standard on Saab 2. Front-wheel-drive Aero models get a turbocharged 2. All-wheel-drive Aero
sedans and wagons get a higher-boost version of the turbo-6 rated at hp and lb-ft of torque. A
six-speed manual gearbox is standard on all s. A five-speed automatic is optional on 2. Both
automatics offer separate sport and manual modes. Every Saab features antilock disc brakes,
stability control, OnStar telematics, active head restraints and front-seat side airbags. The
sedan and SportCombi wagon come with full-length side curtain airbags, while convertibles get
a rollover protection system. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration rates the Saab
sedan and wagon at four out of five stars for frontal-impact protection. In the side-impact
category, the received five stars for front-occupant safety and four stars for the rear. The
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the "Top Safety Pick" honors based on its
"Good" ratings the highest possible in the agency's frontal-offset crash, side-impact crash and
head-restraint effectiveness tests. Both the 2. The higher-boost version of the turbo V6 on Saab
Aero XWD models adds some excitement to the range, as it delivers noticeably sharper low-end
response. The automatic transmissions can be reluctant with downshifts in "D," but they
respond with reasonable haste in sport mode. The manual transmission is easy to shift, but the
shifter's rubberiness through the gates detracts from a sporting feel. The 's ride is smooth and
quiet over well-groomed pavement, but the suspension loses composure over bumps and ruts.
Steering is light and accurate, but body roll around corners is excessive even on the more
athletic Aero model. Enthusiasts would be wise to wait for a Aero XWD or Turbo X, as the
all-wheel-drive cars' exceptional grip makes for a more engaging driving experience. The Saab
's cabin offers decent ergonomics and very comfortable front seats, but neither materials
quality nor fit and finish are up to par for this class. The sedan and wagon are sufficiently
roomy, but legroom is tight for adults seated in the back of the convertible. Given the choice,
we'd go with a Turbo X sedan or wagon, as those models have more aggressively bolstered
front seats and a softer-grip steering wheel. The Saab can carry more than most cars in its
class; it offers 15 cubic feet of trunk space in the sedan and The wagon offers Everyone has
that fun ex-girlfriend you keep going back to even though you know she's all wrong for you. Or

that reality show you can't stop watching even though you know it's rotting your brain. You like
them, but doing so doesn't make any rational sense. It's a sport wagon with Mt. Denali high
points and Death Valley low points. We walked away liking it, but knowing that we could only
recommend it to a guy named Sven who has two kids and lives at the top of Latigo Canyon
Road. Of course, the Turbo X is only going to be produced for in teeny-tiny numbers -- sedans
and Sport Combi wagons, to be precise -- which might make you wonder why we're even
bothering to road test it in the first place. The added bits and pieces between the two cars can
really only be appreciated when tearing through a serpentine road. Of course, if you can't enjoy
said potential, the Aero and its more comfortable ride should do you nicely, while still offering
the same turbocharged V6, smart all-wheel-drive system and communicative steering. So does
that mean the Turbo X is the ex-girlfriend, while the Aero is the gal you should take down the
aisle? Well, no. All of the Turbo X's major low points are actually shared with the Aero -cramped backseat, disappointing fuel economy, chintzy interior and most of all, an absurdly
high price. The Aero is no different. If we were to buy a Saab , there's no doubt that we'd track
down one of the very few Turbo X Sport Combis. But that's a pretty unrealistic if. No amount of
adept handling, wagon utility and Saab funkiness can make up for such huge drawbacks. We
just couldn't marry Jenny. The Used Saab Convertible is offered in the following styles: 2. Doing
so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then
select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near
you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Saab Convertible. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Saab lease specials Check out Saab lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Subpar interior
materials and build quality, too much body roll on Aero model, ride can be choppy over bumps.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the for sale near
you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. All Saab s benefit from an exterior refresh. Notably,
all body trim is monochromatic this year. A more significant development is the January arrival
of an optional all-wheel-drive system for Aero sedans and wagons. These AWD s get a more
potent, horsepower version of the turbocharged V6. Only will come to the U. The Turbo X sedan
gains a rear spoiler. Other updates for include a 5-hp bump for front-drive Aeros and minor
changes to the standard and optional equipment lists. Read more. Write a review See all 90
reviews. Great Drop Top for Weekend Drives. For a weekend driver the Saab price was a
bargain. Why spend 40 grand what this listed for when new to get that wind in your hair feeling,
when you can get a used Saab that has some class to it? Granted it can get expensive, but I do
a lot of my own work, brakes, filters, oil, plugs, belts etc. The car itself is solid, tight steering,
easy to work on, hugs the road, very quiet for a cloth top, and the 2. MPG is terrific. The car is a
looker, easy to park, gets plenty of comments and you don't see many of them around. The
trunk with the top down can hold enough luggage for a long weekend. This is just right if you
want a nice looking car gets plenty of attention, and if taken care of the has good reliability
reviews. Since my original post in February I received two recall notices, one for the airbag and
another for the seat belt, both of which were repaired by our local dealer. The Saab sat in the
garage all winter and was started up every week. I am using synthetic oil, replaced the spark
plugs, new battery, put on new brakes, and enjoying the ride. Now the warmer weather is here, it
has been driven several times with no issues and look forward to the weekends. I now have 98,
miles and it still runs like a champ. I has a MR2 which was a good car, but had no trunk or room
for storage. The Saab is easier to get into, small enough to park in tight areas, yet big enough to
carry a few bags of groceries. The back seat isn't roomy, but is big enough for guests on short
notice on a spur of the moment trips. We are very happy with this vehicle it, was inexpensive as
a used rag top, you don't see many on the road, we get lots of compliments, great gas mileage,
and enough storage for a weekend jaunt for two retired people. The only drawback is you need
the OnStar feature for the Bluetooth to work. Since GM no longer services Saab, the buttons are
useless. It doesn't affect the performance of the vehicle and isn't a crucial factor for me. Here it
is , and the Saab is still running great. A great car for a weekend jaunt, and love the
compliments especially with the top down! Read less. Why the hell didn't I consider a Saab

before? I was in the market for a new car and was looking through all of the usual suspects;
BMW, Mercedes, Infinity, Cadillac I had a very strict amount that I was willing to spend because
of kids in college and having to purchase another vehicle for my wife and another for my
daughter who gets her license in less than a year. So, while I was looking I happened to come
across a couple of used Saab convertibles. I did some research and I could not find one really
negative review. That was cool. I then called a trusted Euro Repair shop in my area. We
discussed the Saab turbo 4 cylinder engine, reliability. His overall input was that it was very
reliable, fun and easy to work on car. So, with that I went to go take a look at the car. It was
Silver with Black interior and it was in phenomenal shape. Very good maintenance records and
it had been taken care of. Car Fax showed everything was clean. Away we went for the test
drive! I immediately noticed that the instrument cluster is laid out very logically and easy to
read. I absolutely love the ignition being in the center console. It's different! I fire it up, drop it in
drive and head out on the test. Tight steering, front wheel drive 'pull' feels different than rear
wheel drive 'push', but it bites and performs really well. Quite, low road noise and surprising
performance are things that hit me right away. Seats are very firm but comfortable. I approach
the freeway and push the pedal down. Great acceleration, handling and we quickly reach 85mph
in no time and all of this while not even being in 'Sport' mode. I've driven and owned pretty
much every import and I am embarrassed to say that I never looked at a Saab before. The fact
that the company is no longer around makes me wonder if they would have been a little more
Marketing savvy, if they would still be around. Who knows!!?? What I do know is that I love this
car. Convertible top works flawlessly, it looks great, it performs incredibly well. Gas mileage is
exceptional given the performance. Bang for the buck, I could not have made a better choice.
I'm looking forward to many road trips in this awesome ride! Great fun! My criteria included 1
fun to drive, 2 performance, 3 curb appeal, 4 amenities, and 5 price. The Aero Convertible had it
all. The 6-speed manual is fun to drive, and performs like a champ. It has a great look, small on
the outside, but comfortable on the inside. I love the Xenon lights and the Bose Stereo. And this
vehicle, steel gray with black top, had been meticulously maintained, with only minor wear
noted. The key fob is also really cool. Although the interior materials may not be up to others, it
is not worthy of the criticims. Absolutely love this car. Had mine for two years now as a daily
driver. I put miles a day on the car and my drive is the best part of my day. Great performance
out of the 2. The car accelerates effortlessly. No slowing down in the corners, the car holds the
road while the seats keep me steady and comfortable. This truly is a FUN car to drive. Gas
mileage is better than expected. See all 90 reviews of the Used Saab Convertible. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 1 average
Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up. We are also constantly updating
our Genuine SAAB parts selection to give you the best possible selection of parts. If there is
anything you cannot find in our catalog please contact us and our knowledgeable customer
service team will help you locate the part you need, fast. Genuine SAAB. The result was SAAB
Automobile, some 60 years later the endeavor has yielded some of the most unique and
recognizable automotive designs to ever come out of Europe. Turbocharging and novel Safety
innovations like a Console mounted ignition key, diagonal, dual circuit brakes and headlight
washers became SAAB trademarks. In SAAB innovated the direct ignition system dispensing
with the anachronistic ignition distributor eventually culminating in the laudable Trionic 5, 7 and
8 engine management systems. If this is not the exact Hood Deflector you are looking for, or
you would like this part in a brand other than Genuine SAAB, please contact us and one of our
customer service experts will help you locate the exact part you need. Within 30 days of your
shipment date, defective parts may be returned for a refund, store credit, or exchange. After 30
days this product is supported by a one 1 year warranty against defect. After 30 days and up to
one 1 year from your shipment date, defective parts may be exchanged for a new part which
carries a new one 1 year warranty from date of shipment. The costs to ship you a new one and
ship the defect back to us is not included in this warranty. After one 1 year eEuroparts. No
exchange will be offered outside of the manufacturer's warranty process. Parts covered by the
manufacturer warranty need to be exchanged through the manufacturer and may take up to
weeks. This warranty is inclusive meaning that if it is not specifically stated here it is not
covered. Labor to replace the damage part and any consequential damage due to failure of the
part are never covered under this warranty. We also provide inexpensive and guaranteed 3 day,
2 day, and Overnight shipping options, so if you need your Hood Deflector tomorrow,
eEuroparts. Every eEuroparts. The item must be new and in its original manufacturer packaging
to be eligible for a cash refund. If you would like to return an item or have questions about the
process, please contact us and one of our customer service experts will be happy to help. This
information is only a summary. Complete shipping and return policy information can be found

in our web site policies. Thank you for taking the time to provide us with your suggestions for
improving eEuroparts. If you have any questions please contact us. Thank you for taking the
time to let us know about an issue with one of our listings. Want to narrow your results? We are
processing a warranty replacement order for you. Warranty replacement orders add a "hold" to
your credit card in the amount of the replacement order. This "hold" will only be completed into
a charge in the event that the warranty item is not returned to us within 1 week of receiving the
replacement item or the item is being returned for reasons other than the warranty issue stated.
If you are using a debit card for this order the "hold" will temporarily make the full amount of the
funds unavailable for your use. If you're using a debit card we suggest you switch to a credit
card. Do I have your authorization to proceed? Please select your T-Shirt size below. T-shirts
may not ship with your order. Please allow weeks for delivery This will not affect your orders
shipment. In order to add an item to a project you must be logged in. If you do not have an
account please click the link below. Contact eEuroparts. Select Your Vehicle to find parts that
fit. Select a Year Your VIN returned multiple car options. This happens when the VIN lookup
software we use does not return specific engine or trim information. Click your engine or body
trim option below:. VIN: Vehicle Name:. This item requires a VIN to order. The VIN is used to
ensure that this part fits your vehicle. I agree to the Special Order policy. Recently Viewed and
Suggested Parts. This item is no longer available from our store; however, we carry a wide
variety of other items. Please select your vehicle above to browse our part inventory. Click a
year range, make, and model below for additional information. Delivery Info eEuroparts. Returns
Info eEuroparts. Thank you for your feedback. Log in here to share this part - Or - Register an
account below. Enter the name and email you would like to share this part with. Your email has
been sent. Select your vehicle below. Your shirt size has been selected! Please Login In order to
add an item to a project you must be logged in. Share Link:. This is a seriously special car -although I suspect most people looking at this listing already know that. This isn't just any , but
rather a "Turbo X" model, which was a limited-edition model with a turbo V6 and all-wheel drive
-- an unusual combination, and one that was made even more appealing by a potent horsepower
and about lb-ft of torque. One thing I always loved about these was the wheels: so distinctive,
so unusual, and so Saab; aside from the Aero's famed three-spokes, these are probably my
favorite Saab wheels of all time. Service records shown in the gallery detail some of the
maintenance, repairs, and modifications performed on this Recent work includes:. Q: I want to
bid. However, will be out of country till April. If I win auction and pay you promptly, can I take
delivery in April? A: Hi mahoneyct , I do have space to store the car. Can you PM me to discuss
the situation? You just commented and need to wait a little while before posting again. Thank
you everyone for the comments and great experience on here, just spoke with the new owner Turbo X will be going to a great home - congratulations ember!! With three pedals, a turbo V6,
and perhaps the best-looking wheels of all time, ember scored on this Sweede! Congratulations
to brad for getting this sold! Here come everyone from the Mercedes auction! I was worried I
wouldn't get to watch this one, but here we go! This and the Volvo XC60 that was on here a
week ago would be my dream Swedish garage. An amazing SUV to go with this amazing sedan.
Cue everyone coming from the SL bid war lol. But this Saab is really, really cool, it's just a much
more different sedan than everything else. Amazing car. Looking at these and other Saabs truly
makes me pine for the days when we had both Saab and Volvo from which to choose. I hear ya,
tempting. I had a bit more in me after my bid, but don't think I am part of the race towards the
end here. I recall Red, AWD, 2. Sounds like a great combo even just typing it. Sell your car with
us! It's easy. Get Started. Sell a Car Daily Email. Exterior Interior All Photos Ended January 15 at
pm Share. Make Saab Model Seller. Doug's Take This is a seriously special car -- although I
suspect most people looking at this listing already know that. Highlights THIS This is equipped
with the sought-after 6-speed manual transmission. The AutoCheck history report shows no
accidents or body damage. Modifications made to this include a Hirsch sport suspension and
an M-Tech short shifter. The original window sticker shown in the gallery reveals it's also
equipped with the Touring package and the Cold Weather package, among other features. It
notably received a new clutch kit in August at , miles. The Turbo X was a special It was the first
all-wheel-drive , and it sat at the apex of the line-up for The model got a horsepower boost for its
turbo V6, a stiffer suspension with a lower ride height, a boost gauge, and carbon-look trim.
Power for this comes from a 2. It spins the 4 wheels via a 6-speed manual transmission and an
electronic limited-slip rear differential. Equipment Touring package rear parking sensors,
driver's seat with memory, auto-dimming mirror, Homelink transceiver Cold Weather package
heated front seats, headlight washers inch wheels Adaptive Xenon headlamps Carbon fiber
interior trim Leather upholstery Power-adjustable front sport seats Sunroof Bose Centerpoint
sound system 6-disc CD changer Satellite radio. Known Flaws Scuffs and chips on the front end
Dings on the hood and on both front doors Scratch and a ding on the rear bumper Faded finish

on wheel center caps. Recent Service History Service records shown in the gallery detail some
of the maintenance, repairs, and modifications performed on this Recent work includes:
November Battery replaced, engine oil and engine oil filter changed March Engine oil and
engine oil filter changed December Engine oil and engine oil filter changed April Engine oil and
engine oil filter changed August , miles : New clutch kit slave cylinder, flywheel, plate, disc, and
bearing installed. The transmission fluid was changed, new motor mounts were installed, the
fuel sending unit and the fuel pump were replaced, and an alignment was performed. March
Hirsch Performance sport suspension kit installed The seller states that the coil packs and
spark plugs were replaced and an XWD service performed in , although there is no receipt.
Other Items Included in Sale 2 key fobs Owner's manuals Factory roof rack, all-weather floor
mats, first-aid kit, and inflator pump Original window sticker Front license plate bracket.
Ownership History The seller purchased this in January , and he has put about 16, miles on it.
Reputation Icon 2 View answer. Reputation Icon 0 View answer. Sold to. Add a Comment
Reputation Icon 3 Reply Flag as inappropriate. Reputation Icon 1 Reply Flag as inappropriate.
Dnovakovic4 Registered Bidder Reputation Icon 74 15h. Reputation Icon 2 Reply Flag as
inappropriate. Reputation Icon 4 Reply. Jiggnfm Registered Bidder Reputation Icon 1. Congrats
ember!!!!! Reputation Icon 0 Reply Flag as inappropriate. RyanG Reputation Icon 15h.
Reputation Icon 4 Reply Flag as inappropriate. Mayukh Reputation Icon 6k 15h. Re: Racerboy I
hear ya, tempting. Racerboy Registered Bidder Reputation Icon 44 15h. Ending soon. After
getting a substantially redesigned interior for , the Saab family gets a completely restyled
exterior for , along with some additional cosmetic changes inside. The exterior changes are
inspired by the flashy Aero X concept car and include a larger grille, redesigned front fenders,
and a new V-shaped hood, along with new headlamps and taillamps. The interior, including door
inserts and arm rests, is now available in semi-aniline leather, and a new black interior replaces
the former Grey. Also, the cup holder design has been improved. The convertible also has some
cosmetic changes; in addition to those affecting the sedan and wagon, it gets a black window
frame and front pillar, and the soft-top is now a Parchment color. There are a number of other
new features, including cornering headlamps on the Aero, redesigned wiper blades, new alloy
wheel designs, and a premium Bose Centerpoint Surround Sound system. Availability of OnStar
and XM Satellite Radio have been expanded, and rain-sensing wipers are now on the standard
equipment list. Also, the Aero model's turbocharged V6 gets a boost in power, and late in the
model year all-wheel drive is expected to be available for the first time in the Close this Model
value: The Saab has long been a sportier looking, sportier driving alternative to other European
luxury sedans, and the convertible model remains one of the most practical choices among
drop-tops for day-to-day utility. The already stands out for its tight, crisp handling; the expected
availability of all-wheel drive should make the more appealing in its class for those in snowy
climes. Read more The Saab has long been a sportier looking, sportier driving alternative to
other European luxury sedans, and the convertible model remains one of the most practical
choices among drop-tops for day-to-day utility. And for those who are especially fashion
conscious the , now fully and dramatically redesigned inside and out, is much more of a
head-turner. Close this Model overview: The Saab is available in three different body
styles--sedan called Sport , wagon called SportCombi , and convertible--but all three models
share the same basic mechanical layout and have the same powertrains. All three styles are
available in either base or Aero guise; base models have a horsepower, 2. Read more The Saab
is available in three different body styles--sedan called Sport , wagon called SportCombi , and
convertible--but all three models share the same basic mechanical layout and have the same
powertrains. A six-speed manual transmission is standard on all models with an automatic
optional; the automatic is a five-speed on base models and a six-speed on Aeros. With a manual
transmission, the base sedan or wagon comes with EPA fuel economy ratings as high as 19
mpg city, 29 highway. The 2. Late in the model year all-wheel-drive versions of the Aero sedan
and SportCombi will reportedly be introduced. The all-wheel-drive system that debuts, called
XWD, is an "Active on Demand" system that engages only when needed, though no front-wheel
slip is needed before it sends more power to the back wheels. It also brings more of a
rear-wheel-drive feel when under power. The remains one of the better-handling
front-wheel-drive cars, with a four-wheel independent suspension arrangement and a special
rear geometry that enables rear-wheel steer response for better stability. Aero models include a
lowered suspension, larger inch alloy wheels, four-wheel vented disc brakes, fog lamps, and
xenon headlamps. The 's interior includes a long list of luxury features, such as dual-zone
climate control, leather upholstery, faux-wood trim, remote entry, and a seven-speaker sound
system with auxiliary input and steering wheel controls; Aero models add a moonroof, leather
sport seats, and the new Bose Centerpoint Surround Sound system, which was designed
specifically for the 's cabin, with eleven speakers and a six-disc changer. In sedan and

SportCombi variants, the back seats fold forward for expanded cargo space. Equipment is
similar for convertible models, which have a power-operated soft top, now in a light-tan
Parchment color. Convertible models have a fixed back seat that will accommodate adults for
short rides. The is loaded with all the safety features that might be expected in this class,
including anti-lock brakes, electronic stability control, front side air bags, and side curtain air
bags for all outboard positions. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle
Model strengths: Interior appointments; solid handling; lively acceleration Aero ; newly
available all-wheel drive. The interior, including door Read more. Close this. The Saab has long
been a sportier looking, sportier driving alternative to other European luxury sedans, and the
convertible model remains one of the most practical choices among drop-tops for day-to-day
utility. The Saab is available in three different body styles--sedan called Sport , wagon called
SportCombi , and convertible--but all three models share the same basic mechanical layout and
have the same powertrains. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior
Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. We are a German company. Our Car Bra's made for each specific vehicle to ensure a
perfect fit. Our cars bra is a quality product and offers the optimal protection for the front
portion of the hood of your vehicle. Car Bra's are the ideal way to protect the hood of your car
from stones and insects. Skip to main content. Usually ships within 1 to 3 weeks. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from Auto-Bra Niederwaldstr. Ships from. Auto-Bra Niederwaldstr. Sold by. Brand:
Auto-Bra. This fits your. Customers also viewed these products. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of
1. Previous page. LeBra Hood Protector. Next page. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
review from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again
gmc envoy alternator replacement
2003 ford focus vin
99 sonoma fuel pump
later. Verified Purchase. Well made. Looks good too. See all reviews. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: saab accessories. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

